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1 For Questions 1  to 6, write the number which corresponds to the correct answer.   For Questions 

7  to 10, write the answer in English.

Question 1 　The wedding ceremony turned into a complete（　　　）when the bridegroom confessed 

that he was already married.

1 .fiasco　　　 2.frazzle　　　 3.coup　　　 4.snare

Question 2 　Masato used to say he wanted to（　　　）to the warm costal area after retirement.

1 .imply　　　 2.scatter　　　 3.retreat　　　 4.acquire

Question 3 　She must be treated on the（　　　）that she is innocent until proven guilty in court.

1 .presumption　　　 2.orb　　　 3.provocation　　　 4.discomfort

Question 4 　My superiors always say that there is a good timing for business, and we must（　　　）

that chance.

1 .groan　　　 2.divert　　　 3.afflict　　　 4.seize

Question 5 　Don't speak ill of others behind their（　　　).

1 .back　　　 2.buck　　　 3.bean　　　 4.bow

Question 6 　Dealing with unpredicted troubles（　　　）a whole day.

1 .aired up　　　 2.cast out　　　 3.ate up　　　 4.stood out

Qusetion 7 　Fill in blanks using the SAME word which has different meanings.   Start with the 

letters shown in the blanks.

・She (w　　　) become president of the company in the near future.

・My grandmother wrote her (w　　　) before she died.

Qusetion 8 　Fill in blanks using the SAME word which has different meanings.   Start with the 

letters shown in the blanks.

・The novel has been a best seller for years on (e　　　).

・If you don't eat healthier food, you will (e　　　) up sick.
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Qusetion 9 　A（　　　）is something that covers all or part of your face to protect or hide it.

Qusetion10　Change the form of the verb in the parentheses.

 The strangest thing（occur）last week.
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2 Read the following transcript ［I］ of a conversation between a master of ceremonies（MC）and a 

game designer（JM), and then read the summary of the transcript ［Ⅱ］.   For each blank, choose 

the most appropriate word from the list.   Each choice can be used only once.   Write the letter（A, 

B, C, etc.）that corresponds to your choice.   All options are written in lower-case letters, including 

words that come at the beginning of the sentence.

［I］

「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は 620 語程度です。」
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［II］

「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は 310 語程度です。」

A) lower B) contrary C) applicable D) embarrassed E) similar

F) effect G) responsible H) acquaintances J) so K) workings

L) given M) boost N) according O) opposite P) affect

Q) like R) avoid S) limited T) charge U) available

W) escape X) strangers Y) fields Z) intrigued
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3 Rearrange the words below in the parentheses.

Question 1 　Lack（from /  me /  of /  prevented /  time /  writing）to her family.

Question 2 　I like her all（weak /  the /  points /  for /  better /  her).

Question 3 　It（money /  a lot of /  me /  house /  repainted /  my /  have /  to /  cost).

Question 4 　The（girl /  cry /  nothing /  did /  little /  but /  aloud).

Question 5 　Don't（no /  how /  to /  matter /  harmless /  stranger /  any /  the door /  open）he 

seems.
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4 Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は 390 語程度です。」
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1.    Choose the most appropriate answer from A to D to fit in the blanks of the following English 

sentences（①）and（②）so that it matches the content of the text, and write down the letter.

  (①）When the number of walkers decreases to a level below what is necessary to recharge the 

batteries,（　　　).

A.a problem occurs due to a lack of power

B.solar panels on the tops of poles can gather sunlight to keep them charged

C. operators can increase the efficiency of the tiles, thus producing more than eight 

watts per step

D.USB charging stations or WiFi hotspots can be switched on to provide more energy

 (②）Not only can the streetlights light up the plaza, but they（　　　).

A.are also very sensitive to bad weather conditions

B.can also direct users to far-off WiFi stations

C.also function as stations for recharging electronics

D.can also tell pedestrians how many steps they've taken

2.    Choose the most appropriate answer from A to D in（①）and（②） that matches the content of 

the text, and write down the letter.

 (①） A.The brightened Boulder Plaza is in the heart of the entertainment district.

B.Las Vegas has become the leader in making bold moves.

C.Boulder Plaza might offer an improved way to provide energy.

D.The Arts District is eight kilometers from Boulder Plaza.

 (②） A.  Smart streetlights are called "smart" because they can choose how to get their 

power.

B. Boulder Plaza in Las Vegas illuminates its public square with power produced from 

two sources.

C. Batteries are unnecessary for storing energy because Boulder Plaza has "smart" 

streetlights.

D. Walkers, alone, generate enough energy to keep the square well-lit throughout the 

night.
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3.    Choose the most appropriate answer from A to D to fill in the blanks（　①　）and（　②　）

in the following sentences so that it matches the content of the text, and write down the letter.

  Human footsteps,  (　①　）the energy captured in solar panels from sunshine, produce enough 

energy to light up Boulder Plaza at night because a single step generates（　②　）eight watts of 

energy which is converted to electricity and stored.

(　①　) A.adding up　　　 B.coupled with

 C.delivered from D.taken out of

(　②　) A.more than B.no less than

 C.exactly D.up to

4.    Choose the most appropriate answer from A to D to fill in the blanks（　①　）and（　②　）

in the following sentences so that it matches the content of the text, and write down the letter.

  Inspired by the（　①　）in Manhattan after Hurricane Sandy struck,（　②　）half of the city 

without electricity for a week, EnGoPlanet is betting its "smart" streetlights will solve today's 

climate crisis by cutting the amount of greenhouse gas emissions.

(　①　) A.heavy rains B.power failure

 C.floods D.powerful winds

(　②　) A.leaving B.giving

 C.resulting D.causing
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5 Read the passage and answer the questions that follow.

「著作権の問題により本文を掲載することができません。ワード数は 400 語程度です。」

Question 1 　Give all the examples of the underlined part ① and write them in Japanese.

Question 2 　What did the author and his wife learn from the difference between their son's and 

daughters' sleep cycles?   Answer in Japanese using around 35 letters.

Question 3 　Concerning the underlined part ②, why does this happen?   Answer in Japanese using 

around 60 letters.

Question 4 　Translate the underlined part ③ into Japanese.
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